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Technology Needs
to Be a Top Priority
at Your Dealership

Forty Years and Counting for
Interstate Office Products, SD Dealer
Congratulations are in order for the brother and sister team of Gary
Gaspar and Sheila Casiello whose dealership, Interstate Office Products in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, is celebrating its fortieth year of
service.
Interstate was founded in 1971 by Gary and Sheila’s father Ken Gaspar and two partners. Gary himself first cut his teeth in the business
while still at high school, working on office
furniture installation during the summers
and also helping with the dealership’s
first computer system.
After graduating from college and
starting out with a Fortune 500 company in the Twin Cities, he returned to
the family business in 1995 and saw
sales at the dealership triple in his first five
years back.
Today, he and his wife Theresa, who also serves as
CFO, are co-owners with Sheila and the dealership’s headcount—
16 back in 1995—now stands at 30.
Interstate is a Steelcase dealer and depending on the state of the
market, office furniture has accounted for anywhere between 55%
and 65% of total volume.
Business has been on something of a roller coaster ride in recent
years, particularly on the office furniture side, but recent big wins in
healthcare and higher education have helped Gary, Sheila and their
team weather the most recent storm and keep things moving in the
right direction.
And the outlook for the rest of the year?
“We’re feeling good about 2011,” says Gary. “Our supplies business
has been solid and we’re seeing a lot more activity on the furniture
side of the business.”
Sounds like the Interstate team will have plenty more to celebrate
before too long. Hat’s off to another independent who’s going out
every day and proving there’s still plenty of room in the office products space for hard-charging entrepreneurs!

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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This is the fifth year in a row that our
March cover story has focused on
technology and that’s exactly as it
should be.
In our book, few other aspects of a dealer’s operations today
are as important as technology. Getting it right is labor-intensive and costly and involves keeping up with a constantlymoving target. But there’s really no alternative if you’re in the
office products business for the long haul.
We’re long past the days when a feature-rich web site and
e-commerce solution were in the “Nice to Have” column.
Today, they’re part of the industry’s basic price to play.
If your dealership is not generating at least 40% of your overall supplies business online, that should send up a huge red
warning signal about its future.
Not using CRM and/or a robust sales intelligence solution to
track customer behavior and sales trends? That’s another
warning signal.
Fewer than 100 friends on Facebook or contacts on
LinkedIn? Same message.
It’s not real hard these days to find dealers who have won or
lost business on the basis of the technology bells and whistles they brought to the table. And it wasn’t business on the
scale of just one of two thousand bucks a month.
These dealers know firsthand just how important technology
is for the independent’s future and just how much they put
their business at risk by not giving technology the attention
it deserves.
Still not convinced? Just ask your own customers. There’s a
new generation moving into the purchasing arena and they’re
going to order online because that’s where they do everything else. If you’re not there for them and able to communicate the same way they do, you’re going to lose them.
And that’s all the reason you need—never mind the opportunity to run your own business more productively and profitably—to make technology a top priority today and for the
foreseeable future.
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Business Products Center, New Mexico Dealer, in
the Spotlight with Local Newspaper Feature Story
In Las Cruces, New Mexico, Susie Horton and her team at Business Products Center (BPC) enjoyed some very positive media
exposure recently in the shape of an extensive feature article in
their local community newspaper.
The headline couldn’t have said it better—“Your one-stop shop
for office supplies”—and the story told how the business Susie
and her husband Terry purchased back in 1977 has grown on the
ability to build strong, long-lasting business relationships that’s
the hallmark of so many of today’s successful independents.
“Our philosophy has always been focused on customer service,”
Susie told the newspaper. “We will do anything that we possibly
can to make sure that our customers leave happy. We don’t just
sell office supplies, we build relationships.”
Much of the dealership’s success, says Susie, is due to an equally
loyal team of hard-working associates. “We have several longtime employees who have been with us for more than 25 years
and their expertise and experience make a big difference,” she
says.
Competition, as you’d expect, is fierce, with all the usual suspects, including two different big boxes both less than three miles
away.

“buy local” message.
Julie took on the misconceptions she and other independents
face about their pricing, product selection and expertise
compared to the big boxes and presented a compelling argument
that not only do independents deliver the best of both worlds—
product selection and pricing equivalent to or better than the
chains plus superior customer service—but also showed how the
entire local economy benefits when local businesses support
each other.
“We’ve been chamber members for about three years and I had
been talking to the chamber director about getting involved with
their own Buy Local program,” Julie reports. The result: a halfpage article in the newsletter that not only made a great case for
supporting locally owned and operated businesses but also presented Julie’s own dealership to the chamber’s 600-plus member
businesses.
“Let’s start changing those inaccurate perceptions in 2011 and
keep your business local,” Julie told chamber members. We
couldn’t have said it better ourselves!

Coastal Office Products, VA Dealer, Helps Out Those
in Need with Food Drive

But that’s hasn’t stopped Susie and her team from thriving. “We
have a loyal following of customers who have stayed with us over
the years and we’re very grateful for them and for our business
overall,” she says.
As Susie told the newspaper, “We were really fortunate to get
through (the recession). Because of the relationships we built and
the loyalty we have, we did just fine.”
And with Susie’s son Chris Drumm joining the team recently to
head up BPC’s new business development efforts, things look
set to keep moving very much in the right direction.
“Small businesses in Las Cruces are flourishing,” Chris told the
newspaper. “I have confidence we will continue to succeed because I’ve seen what my mom has done with this business and
the customer base she has kept even during the economic downturn. My goal is to make BPC a staple in this community.”

Chicago Area Independent Takes ‘Buy Local’
Message to Local Chamber
In Orland Park, Illinois, about 30 minutes from downtown Chicago
on a good day, Julie Bailey at First Class School and Office Supplies was recently featured in the “Resource Corner” of her local
chamber of commerce’s Chambergram newsletter with a strong
MARCH 2011

In Chesapeake, Virginia, the good folks at Coastal Office Products
have been helping others in need with a food drive on behalf of
the Foodbank of Southeastern Virginia.
The two-month effort brought in 150 lbs. of food, reports
Coastal’s Rachel Kemp, thanks to the enthusiastic support of
team members, suppliers and customers.
“Our drivers are out making deliveries every day, so it was just a
natural opportunity to have them collect donations for our food
drive at the same time,” says Rachel, who was the prime coordinator for this first-time effort.
“We tried to make it as easy as possible and provided posters
and collection boxes for participating customers,” she explains.
In addition to collecting food contributions, the folks at Coastal
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Local Service, Nationwide and Beyond

AOPD’s only purpose—
to develop national programs
with consistent,
competitive pricing, and
dedicated local service

AOPD customers enjoy the benefits of a national
purchasing program including competitive pricing,
extensive product selection, and accurate summary
invoicing and reporting. In addition, they enjoy the
advantages of working with a local committed distributor
including unparalleled levels of customer service, order
fulfillment, and problem resolution. All of AOPD’s locally
owned and operated dealers take an active role in their
business communities. When a customer purchases
their office products from an AOPD dealer, they know
that their dollars will stay local and help finance the
infrastructure of their community!

That’s us.
That’s AOPD.
AOPD Corporate Location
1652 E. Main Street, Suite 220
St. Charles, Illinois 60174
630.761.0600 | Fax 630.761.0691 | www.aopd.com
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aren’t too shabby when it comes to bringing in new sales either.
“Business has been going well,” Rachel reports, thanks to a
strong “buy-local” push and an expanding product mix that now
includes office furniture, jan-san and, most recently, promotional
products in addition to office supplies.

The district, which serves over 40,000 students in the Salem, Oregon area, selected Chuckals over several other bidders after a
comprehensive bid process that took into account factors such
as hardware and equipment functionality, warranties provided,
support and training and pricing.

Joanne Santomauro, PA Independent, Honored with
2011 ‘Enterprising Women of the Year’ Award

The contract, which runs for one year with the option to extend
for four additional one-year periods, covers a broad range of audiovisual equipment for use in classrooms, large meeting rooms
and other teaching environments.

Congratulations are very much in order for Joanne Santomauro,
president and CEO of North Wales, Pennsylvania-based ISG Office Concepts and its Ancillare division.

Congratulations to Al and his team for a nice win against tough
competition and to the folks at the school district for doing the
right thing!

Later this month, Joanne will head for Boca Raton, Florida, to receive a 2011 “Enterprising Women of the Year” Award from Enterprising Women magazine.
Joanne was chosen from hundreds of nominees from across the
country for the award, which recognizes North America’s top
women entrepreneurs.

Porter's Office Products, Idaho Dealer,
Opens New Utah Branch
The past few years have seen quite a bit of growth for Mark Porter
and his team at Rexburg, Idaho-based Porter’s Office Products.

“I am honored to receive this prestigious award particularly since
all the nominees lead phenomenal organizations,” said Joanne.
“The award attests to the hard work that my teams have done
throughout the year to grow our company and deliver excellence
in the marketplace. This award would not have been a reality without their customer focus, diligence and attention to detail.”

The dealership has found an attractive new revenue stream in the
shape of promotional products and also added another Idaho independent, Bangs Office Products in Pocatello, to the mix.

ISG was founded in 1978 by Joanne and her husband Frank, with
its Ancillare division rolling out in 2007 to target pharmaceutical
companies.

Heading up the new Porter’s branch
will be Cory Wilkinson, an office
products veteran with nearly
20 years’ industry experience and like Mark,
someone with a strong
sense of the special
qualities family businesses bring to the
table.

Since then, the division has forged partnerships with two of the
top five companies in the pharmaceutical industry and several
biotech organizations and experienced double-digit growth in the
last two years.
The company was also received a U.S. Department of Commerce
Export Achievement Award, in recognition of its achievements in
the global marketplace.

Chuckals Office Products, Tacoma Dealer, Wins
Local Public Schools AV Equipment Contract

Now comes word of more expansion, with the opening of a new
branch location in Logan, Utah, about three hours south of
Porter’s main headquarters.

“We’re delighted to welcome Cory Wilkinson to our team
to head up our Logan operation,” commented Mark, who represents the fourth generation of the Porter
family to run the business since its founding in 1912.

Take the momentum independents are currently generating
among state and local government buyers and combine it with
their increasingly compelling one-stop-shop marketing approach
and some very attractive new opportunities start to emerge!

Cory himself has a family business in office products—his grandfather ran a dealership in Logan in the 1950s—so he should find
himself right at home with Mark and his team.

Just ask Al Lynden and his team at Tacoma-based Chuckals Office Products, recent winners of a multi-year contract to provide
audiovisual equipment to a nearby local school district.

GOT NEWS? email Simon
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Secrets of Success

How Can We Make Your Day Better?
MySupplies Has Been Doing Just That for Their Customers for 40 Years
By Jim Rapp

When you call MySupplies in
Atlanta, you won’t hear a recording
telling you which button to push for the department you want. Instead, you get a real
person and a great question: “Good morning, this is Cathy. How can we make your
day better?”
“This puts a smile on the customer’s face
right away,” says MySupplies owner and
president Nancy Freeman Balkcom, “and it
doesn’t take long for the caller to realize
that this is not just a slogan. We really mean
it.” Nancy is so proud of everyone who
works in the business. “We have long-term
employees and long-term customers. They
go together.”

Saving the
Family Business
Freeman Forms and Supply, as the company was known until recently, was started
in 1970 by Nancy’s father, who originally
sold business forms and later opened a retail office supply store.
In 1986, he decided to retire and sell the
business. The big boxes had just come to
town and other independents were going
out of business. There was virtually no way
to attract a buyer, and the livelihood of
Nancy’s parents was tied to the success of
the company. So at the ripe old age of 29,
Nancy Freeman Balkcom decided to take
an enormous risk and purchase the comMARCH 2011

pany. She had been working for her father
since she was 15 years old, doing just
about everything from writing invoices to
making deliveries. This experience was essential in preparing her to run the business.
Since then, Nancy’s business savvy has
helped MySupplies grow in spite of intense
competition. Her company also survived a
sizable drop in revenue after 9/11, because
much of their business came from the airline industry.
Nancy met her husband, Steve Balkcom,
a former business competitor, at a meeting of the Atlanta Office Products Association. Steve is now sales manager for the
company.
MySupplies continues to grow. They recently purchased dealers in Rome and
Canton, Georgia. “We’re looking for other
acquisitions,” Nancy said.

Networking Pays Off
“What’s your secret of success?” I asked.
Nancy responded, “There are many elements, but the most important are having a
strong support team and a happy work environment. Then we try to differentiate ourselves from the competition. We get out of
the office and network, get involved with
local chambers of commerce and charitable organizations. It’s important to help
people and give back to your community.

n Nancy Freeman Balkcom,
Owner and President
n Supplies, Furniture, Printing
n Founded: 1970
n Sales: $7 million
n Employees: 21
n Partners: TriMega,
United Stationers
n Online Sales: 30%
n www.mysupplies.com

businesspeople and Nancy works with the
Greater Women’s Business Council (and is
a member of their Board of Directors).
If you visit the MySupplies office, you’ll see
a display case full of awards, from both
local and national organizations, including
the “Business of Excellence” award from
the state of Georgia, Volunteer of the Year
from the Greater Women’s Business council, and Woman of the Year from Enterprising Women magazine.

Giving Back
Concerned with giving back to the community, Nancy instituted MySupplies Rewards
for Charity program, which provides financial support to more than 15 local charities
by donating a percentage of sales to these
organizations. The company also sends
food and personal care items to U.S. troops
in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Looking to the future, Nancy says they want
to continue to grow the business while remaining team-oriented and the same customer-friendly business they’ve always
been, to be debt free within two years and
to pull 5% to the bottom line.
“We had always been self-financed until we
bought the two dealerships,” Nancy explains. “I don’t like to have any debt and I
believe we should always live below our
means.” Sounds like good advice.

Nancy, Steve, and many employees do just
that. They act as mentors to other local
INDEPENDENT DEALER
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Office Depot Subject of New
Justice Department Investigation

If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com

Florida big box Office Depot disclosed last month it is the subject
of a new investigation into its pricing practices by the U.S. Department of Justice.
This latest investigation follows previous probes into Office Depot
in 2009 which were conducted by the U.S. Department of Defense,
the Department of Education and the General Services Administration, led by the Department of Justice, into prices the office supply
retailer charged federal agencies.
Its focus, according to Office Depot, is on an expired agreement
that the company had between January. 1, 2006, and January 1,
2011, by which state, local and nonprofit agencies could purchase
office supplies.
Also at the federal level though unrelated to the current investigation, Office Depot last year agreed to pay $1 million to settle
charges that it overstated earnings and shared information with a
select group that it failed to include in public filings.
At the state and local government level, the past several years have
seen a growing list of official auditors’ reports and news stories on
alleged pricing irregularities and overcharges by Office Depot. Results of recent investigations include:
n Payment of $4.25 million by Office Depot to the City of San
Francisco after an audit found the company failed to provide

Survey Finds “Buy Local”
Message Benefitting
Independent Businesses
Independent businesses in communities
with an active “buy local” campaign have
experienced markedly stronger revenue
growth compared to those located in
areas without such a campaign, according
to a recent survey by researchers at the Institute for Local Self-Reliance.
The survey, based on data collected from
over 2,750 independent businesses including members of the TriMega dealer

the city with an estimated $5.75 million in contractually
mandated discounts for items covered in its five-year, $18
million contract.
n An agreement by Office Depot to refund California $2.5
million after an audit found items were purchased without
receiving the expected discount.
n Payment of approximately $4.5 million by Office Depot to
various Florida local government agencies, regarding
allegations that the company overcharged governmental
agencies for office supplies in violation of the Florida Deceptive
and Unfair Practices Act.
n Payment of $320,000 by Office Depot for alleged violations
of Missouri's Merchandising Practices Act.
n A report by the Washington state auditor’s office that found
Office Depot overcharged Washington taxpayers over $270,000
for office supplies in just a three-month period.
Similar investigations have been conducted in other states including Georgia, Nebraska, Colorado and North Carolina.
For more on these and other investigations, visit the Office Depot
State Contract Watch section of the INDEPENDENT DEALER web
site www.idealercentral.com/Pages/Watch_List.

group, found those in places with a “buy
local” initiative reported revenue growth of
5.6% on average in 2010, compared to
2.1% for those elsewhere.
Among independent retailers, which accounted for nearly half the respondents,
there was a similar gap in holiday sales
performance, with those in “buy local”
communities seeing a 5.2% increase in
holiday sales, while those elsewhere reported an average gain of 0.8%.
Nearly two-thirds of respondents said that
public awareness of the benefits of supporting locally owned businesses had in-

creased in the last year, while 24% said it
had stayed the same and only 3% said it
had decreased.
Business owners in cities with active “buy
local” campaigns reported a wide range of
positive impacts on their business. Almost
half reported that the campaign had
brought new customers to their business
and 55% said it had made existing customers more loyal.
More than two-thirds said local media
coverage of independent businesses had
increased and 51% said that local government officials were now more aware and
CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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WHERE NEED MEETS

CAPABILITY

OPMA points your marketing
in the right direction.

Whatever your marketing needs may be—
catalogs, Web sites, photography—OPMA
can meet them.
A full-service marketing and advertising agency,
OPMA features the largest in-house design
and copywriting staff specializing in office
products promotion. We serve everyone from
independent dealers to global manufacturers
with an untiring dedication to excellence.
OPMA is also on the forefront of electronic marketing, crucial in today’s budget-conscious economy,
offering such innovative tools as AD-Links™, which
produces emailable, customizable flyers, and
FlipLink, which transforms printed materials and
PDFs into a dynamic electronic version.
Your marketing needs.
Our marketing capabilities.
Isn’t it time they meet?

4211 N. Division | Comstock Park, MI 49321 | (616) 785-6061 | www.opma.com
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supportive of the needs of independent businesses.
“We are encouraged by the positive impact, as well as the positive
change in consumer behavior our members are seeing as a result
of ‘Buy Local’ campaigns,” said Michael Morris, TriMega vice
president of marketing. “Our dealers have reported improved customer loyalty, increased awareness of their brand, and more
doors being opened to them thanks to ‘think local’ oriented initiatives.”

attending member dealers have up to 20 individual meetings
scheduled with each of the invited suppliers in attendance.
The second day is for members only and dedicated to an educational seminar (“Stand Out…or Step Aside” presented by Larry
Mersereau), dealer discussions, and a membership meeting.
This year’s meeting will also feature a session on TriMega’s new emarketing solution following the recent acquisition of online reseller
SmartXpress.

For complete survey results, visit
www.newrules.org/sites/newrules.org/files/2011-ind-business-survey.pdf.

For complete details and registration information, visit
www.trimega.org/action.

TriMega’s Spring Regional Meetings Get Underway

Steve Camp Joins ECi as VP of
Sales for the Office Division

Now through the beginning of May, TriMega Purchasing Association is hosting its 2011 series of Regional Meetings for members
under the theme of “Action 2011.”
The first meeting took place earlier this month in Newport Beach,
California. Four other regionals are on the schedule as follows:
• Mar 17–18

South East

Atlanta

• Mar 24–25

South Central

Houston

• Apr 28–29

North Central

Chicago

• May 5–6

North East

Mashantucket, CT

Steve Camp has returned to dealer technology provider eCommerce Industries, (ECi) as VP of sales for the office division.
Camp was previously part of the DDMS team at ECi from 20002007. During that time, he had numerous roles including VP of
sales for the logistics solutions group and VP of sales for the DDMS
division.
He has more than 18 years experience working in sales, sales management and business development in the software, office products and printing industries.

Each regional event features a one-on-one meeting format whereby

Office Snax Rainforest Certified Coffee:
• Regular - (63) 1.5 oz pkts
• DECAF - (63) 1.5 oz pkts
Chock full o' Nuts Original Coffee:
• (6) 33.9 oz cans/cs
• (42) 1.5 oz pkts/cs
Hills Bros Coffee:
• (42) 1.5 oz pkts/cs (K)
• (6) 33.9 oz cans/cs (K)

EXACT Nutrasweet:
• Pink Sweetener - 2000 pcs/cs
• Blue Sweetener - 2000 pcs/cs
• Yellow Sweetener - 2000 pcs/cs
Packets:
• Equal - (12) 100 pc boxes/cs (K)
• Splenda - (12) 100 pc boxes/cs (K)
• Sweet ‘N Low - (4) 400 pc boxes/cs (K)
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Canisters:
• Sugar - (24) 20 oz can/cs (K)
• Non-Dairy Creamer - (24) 12 oz can/ cs (K)
Sugar:
• Packets - 1200 pcs/cs (K)
• Sugar in the Raw - (2) 200 pk boxes/cs (K)
• EXACT Natural Cane Sugar - 2000 pcs/cs
Coffee Stir Sticks 5":
• (10) 1K pc boxes/cs (K)

Royal Dansk:
• Danish Butter Cookies - (12) 12 oz tins/cs
• Chocolate Luxury Wafers - (12) 12.3 oz tins/cs
Walker's: (K)
• Shortbread Fingers 2 pk - (6) 24 pk bxs/cs
• Shortbread Highlanders 2 pk - (6) 24 pk bxs/cs
• Chocolate Chip Rounds 2 pk - (6) 24 pk bxs/cs
(K) denotes kosher
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New Member Programs and Services Highlight
AOPD Annual Meeting; Group Adds New Dealer
Members, Business Partners

any indication, the group is moving aggressively to respond to
those changes and help members make the most of them all.
“In tough times, AOPD is doing well,” said Jones, who is also president of The Office City in Redwood City, California.
Jones reported AOPD sales were up 5% in 2010, despite a significant
decline in government business due to the Federal Strategic Sourcing
Initiative (FSSI).
Membership currently stands at record levels (72 dealers and 24
business partners) and AOPD is continuing to add new national and
regional office supplies contracts—66 in 2010, Jones told the group.
At the meeting, AOPD heard details of new programs designed to
keep the momentum growing. They included:
n A GSA participation alliance agreement with Chantilly,
Virginia-based Sita Business Systems that provides AOPD
members with the opportunity to participate in the GSA’s
FSSI program.

AOPD executive director Bud Mundt (left) and president Bill Jones at
the group’s annual meeting. Jones reported AOPD posted a 5% increase in sales and added 66 new contracts in 2010.
AOPD president Bill Jones may have described 2010 as a year of
“the most significant changes I’ve ever seen as an independent,”
but if the new programs and services rolled out at the national accounts dealer marketing group’s annual meeting last month offered
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n “America’s Choice,” a program aimed at state, county
and municipal purchasing agencies and designed to
compete with “piggyback” contracts currently offered by
organizations such as the U.S. Communities Government
Purchasing Alliance, the National Joint Powers Alliance,
the National Intergovernmental Purchasing Alliance
(National IPA), etc.
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n AOPD-specific programs from the Acsellerate Solutions
sales intelligence organization designed to provide an
AOPD National Dashboard of dealer best practices metrics
and enhance the reporting and purchasing data
presentation capabilities of AOPD members
n Enhancements to AOPD’s Private Supply Network (PSN)
to enable group members to exchange purchase orders
and invoices seamlessly, regardless of what back office
system they might be using to run their business.
Also at the meeting, AOPD members heard updates on the group’s
newly re-designed web site and special presentations on opportunities in managed print services from INDEPENDENT DEALER
columnist Tom Buxton and keys to marketing excellence from
United Stationers’ Mark Evans.
In addition, keynote speaker at the meeting was James Fellowes,
chairman and chief executive officer of Fellowes, Inc., who updated
members on the City of Hope cancer research and treatment center and encouraged them and their fellow independents to support
this year’s fundraising campaign.
Prior to the meeting, AOPD also announced the addition of
Strickland Companies, Birmingham, Alabama as a new dealer
member and new business partners PM Company and Quality
Park Products.

SM

MBS Dev Announces Completion of
Rebranding Effort
MBS Dev (Mountain Business Systems Development) last month announced the completion
of its recent rebranding initiative with the launch
of a newly re-designed web site, www.mbsdev.com.

MBS Dev’s new brand has also been released through advertising
in trade publications, its presence on Twitter and on the eCommerce web sites of the company’s customers.
The company said it was inspired to rebrand after launching improved enterprise resource planning (ERP) functionality for resellers, wholesalers and distributors in business, technology, safety,
industrial, janitorial/sanitation and paper supplies industries. New
capabilities include:
n Paperless Warehouse Management that provides a fullyintegrated RF-based warehouse management solution for
inbound, outbound, inventory and work flow management
functions.
n An eCommerce platform that allows users to create a web
portal that is fully branded to reflect their business but is
powered by MBS Dev and the Microsoft Dynamics AX
platform.

n Improvements to the High Volume Distribution module, an
application designed to provide distributors with the
capabilities they need to service customers while reducing
operational overhead.
MBS Dev also selected a new tagline for the company, “Your business. Elevated,” to help reflect its goals as a solutions provider.
“Our new brand more accurately reflects our software, which
streamlines business across the entire supply chain, through internal operations, warehousing and finance to the end-consumer purchase,” said Laura Guillaume, VP of sales and marketing at MBS
Dev. “We feel our new brand more accurately reflects not only what
we do, but the culture of our company.”
The updated logo is a blue and green blended circle, with a prominent “M.” The logo uses two white arrows that not only create the
“M” of MBS Dev, but is also reminiscent of mountains—a nod to
the company’s roots in Colorado and the vertical nature of its offerings.

New Programs,
Software Upgrades
Front and Center at Red
Cheetah Users Meeting
A massive winter storm at the
beginning of last month may
have dumped as much as two
feet of snow across its 2,000mile path and caused over
7,500 flight cancellations, but
it didn’t slow down technology provider Red Cheetah, as
it hosted Coalition 2011, its
annual dealer user group
meeting.
The meeting featured updates
from Red Cheetah on technology upgrades and new programs, a full day’s worth of
industry seminars and numerous networking opportunities
for Red Cheetah dealers to
meet with key suppliers and
exchange ideas and information with each other.
Also on the agenda: presentations from meeting sponsors
that included Supplies Network, S.P. Richards, United
CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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At Red Cheetah’s 2011 user
meeting, president Andrew
Morgan introduced GPS (Guided
Partner Services), a new
program by which Red Cheetah
dealers can now outsource
various dealer operations to the
technology provider.
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Stationers and Hewlett-Packard.
Also adding its support was Clover Technologies Group, sponsors
of a drawing for a Harley Davidson door prize won by Kay
Beauchesne of KK Office Solutions, Wichita, Kansas.
Front and center at the meeting was the launch of GPS (Guided
Partner Services), a new program from Red Cheetah by which its
dealers can now outsource various dealer operations.
Described by Red Cheetah president Andrew Morgan as a major
focus of the organization for the coming year, the GPS program
is designed to roll out in two phases, with Phase I seeing the following dealer services coming on stream:
n Pricing analytics and implementation of quarterly pricing
analysis and updates to increase margins
n Business reviews

“is to take the operational burden away from our dealers and free
up time for them to focus more on revenue-generating activities.”
Also garnering plenty of attention at the meeting was the rollout of
Outpost, Red Cheetah’s re-designed e-commerce solution. New
changes and additions to the storefront include:
n A complete redesign, with the addition of multiple new
themes and much greater theme customization options
n Increased end user customization, including a new “My
Account” profile section and customized customer greeting on
login
n Order status checking and the ability to download invoices
from the site
n Dealers can now prioritize messages and customers can
scan through messages to avoid a long list
n Expanded review of recent order history

n Online order processing
n Overall web site design and maintenance of the dealer’s
online storefront
n Social media integration on Facebook and Twitter
Phase II, scheduled to roll out later this year, will include handling
returns, developing customized sales flyers and blog support, as
well as customer interaction, including taking calls, responding to
emails and providing online chat services.

n Optional live chat and live help desk capabilities
n A new “Special Offers” page that allows dealers to manage
links to rebates
“We were very gratified by the dealer response at the meeting,”
Morgan commented. “We would have had record attendance if the
weather had not interfered but despite all the no-shows, the mood
was still very upbeat and we had several sign-ups for our new GPS

“The goal of our new Guided Partner Services,” Morgan explained,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
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program even before the meeting ended.
Visit www.redcheetah.com for more information.

Industry Veteran Cherryl
(Daniel) Brewer Promoted
to Customer Support Manager
at GOPD
Dealer technology provider GOPD has announced the promotion of Cherryl (Daniel)
Brewer to customer support manager.
An office products veteran with 29 years
of industry experience that includes management positions with Boise Cascade,
United Stationers and Top Sales Company, Brewer joined GOPD in 2007 as a
customer support representative.
“We are thankful to have as a team member someone of Cherryl’s caliber,” commented GOPD president Donna Snyder.
She has proven a tremendous asset to
GOPD from Day One and will become
even more important to our organization
and our customers in her new role.”

S.P. Richards host MPS
Executive Forum, Names
Brian McGill VP and CIO
Wholesaler S.P. Richards recently hosted
a Managed Print Services (MPS) Executive
Forum in Atlanta. This new dealer forum
for discussion and idea exchange was the
first in what SPR said will become an ongoing series of meetings that will be held
quarterly in different regions of the country.
“The purpose of these meetings is to foster a network for independent dealers to
share best practices and benchmarks in
their development and implementation of
a Managed Print Services program with
their customers”, stated Kimberly Dumont, SPR VP of technology products
and services.
“We view MPS as crucial to the future success of independent dealers looking to
maintain and grow their ink and toner busi-

ness. It’s important that we facilitate dealers getting involved and our PrintSmart
program provides dealers a flexible approach to getting started.”

materials that distinguishes special order
items from in-stock products for users to
coordinate delivery and installation times
based on the longest lead times.

Dealers should contact their local SPR
aales representative or Jennifer Huckeba
at jhuckeba@sprich.com for more information on SPR’s Managed Print Services
offering.

Separately, United announced it has received for the second consecutive year an
Achievement in Customer Excellence
(ACE) Award from the MarketTools market
research and enterprise feedback management company. In addition, United received MarketTools’ 2011 ACE Award for
Best Use of EFM for Voice of the Partner.

Separately, S.P. Richards announced the
promotion of long-time SPR IT staff member Brian McGill to vice president and
chief information officer.
McGill joined S.P. Richards Company as a
programmer in 1987 and took on several
positions of increasing responsibility,
most recently holding the title of vice president, information systems.

In announcing the ACE awards, MarketTools cited United’s “outstanding achievement in customer satisfaction and partner
satisfaction” and its “outstanding use
of the MarketTools CustomerSat EFM
solution.”

In his new role, McGill will oversee the organization’s entire IT infrastructure and report to chairman and CEO Wayne
Beacham.

New Business Class Fire Files
from Phoenix Safe

Two New Technology Initiatives
in Office Furniture from
United Stationers; Wholesaler
Receives Customer Service
Excellence Awards

Phoenix Safe International has announced
the immediate availability of a new line of
Business Class Fire Files, the latest insulated files addition to its product family.

Last month, United unveiled Findmorefurniture.com, an online portal of all the furniture brands it offers. The site is designed
to provide resellers an opportunity to expand multi-unit furniture sales by illustrating the breadth of product variety available
across dozens of furniture suppliers.

Available in one-,
two- or four-drawer
25-inch deep models, and two- or fourdrawer 31-inch deep
models, these legalwidth files include
adjustable rails to
accommodate
letter-size hanging files. Media
inserts are also
available to provide an environment to keep
your data protected.

In addition, United has announced
some significant enhancements to its
Visual Planner layout and design program for 2011.

For more
information:
1-800-636-0778 or
phoenix@phoenixsafeusa.com.

Following the announcement earlier this
year of a significant expansion of its office
furniture lines, wholesaler United Stationers has launched two new technology-related initiatives to support its resellers’
office furniture business.

Enhancements include an expanded product library and a new feature in the bill of
CONTINUED ON PAGE 17
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Selco Industries Announces
Expanded Product Portfolio
Holland, Ohio-based Selco Industries has
announced the expansion of its product
lines through the addition of labels, indexes and storage boxes manufactured
by Simon Marketing.
The new product lines will be manufactured and sold by Selco Industries under
the brand name, Simon by SJ Paper.
Selco CEO Ruby Hill commented, “The
company will continue to bring updated,
earth-friendly solutions to our customers.
Our goal is to continue delivering innovative, high-quality products in the OP market. Our object is to continue to ensure
absolute customer satisfaction.”

Trodat in New Integration
Partnership with ECi
Dealers using the ECinteractive web storefront from ECi Software Solutions will soon
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have the possibility to sell Trodat stamps
in their online shops, Trodat USA has
announced.
A new microsite interface will make it easy
and comfortable for their customers to
customize their stamps online and selling
stamps will become more profitable,
Trodat said.
The new opportunity comes as the result
of a new agreement between Trodat and
ECi to integrate Trodat’s uTypia custom
product ordering solution into ECinteractive software.
“This is one of our most exciting new partnerships in supplier communications,”
said Tom Kapp, executive vice president
of ECi Software Solutions. “At no additional cost to our dealers, the new Trodat
microsite adds value to ECi e-commerce
solutions, integrated with our ERP business systems.”

The Highlands Group Acquires
Office Products Suppliers, West
Coast Rep Firm
The Highlands Group independent rep firm
announced last month it has acquired
OPS—Office Products Suppliers—of Redwood City, California.
OPS is an independent rep firm covering
California, Nevada, Oregon, Hawaii and
Washington states.
Following the deal, Clarke Congdon will
become vice president, The Highlands
Group West and manage the combined
field sales team for THG from the Rockies
West including Nevada, Oregon, Hawaii
and Alaska.
OPS’s Redwood City offices will become
the West coast offices of The Highlands
Group.

For more information on the new microsite, contact Trodat’s Jennifer Niziolek
(Jennifer.niziolek@trodat.net).
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IMAGE STAR: Ramping Up
New Programs for
Independents
There's a good news-bad news aspect to the toner and ink market.
The good news is that as long as offices use printers and paper—
and there are certainly no signs yet of a totally or even primarily paperless office—it's a market that's not going away any time soon.
And as long as technology keeps changing and new printers continue
to come on stream, new ink and toner SKUs will not be far behind.
The bad news, as most dealers know only too well, is that the ink
and toner market is one where decent margins are notoriously hard
to find. That's where a supplier partner like Image Star comes in.
Image Star may be relatively new to the office products dealer channel, but the Middletown, Connecticut based wholesaler brings to the
table an in-depth understanding of independents and their priorities
The company that started out as a regional office machines wholesaler over 20 years ago now operates as a specialist distributor of
imaging products, offering next-day delivery to the 48 contiguous
states at ground rates, with all orders placed by 7:45 pm shipping
out the same day.
“There are very few suppliers out there who can offer the same
breadth of product selection that we do,” says Charlie Antell, an imaging industry veteran who joined the company two years ago to
spearhead its efforts in the independent channel after 13 years with
Curtis Young Corp.
“We may not necessarily be a dealer’s primary supplier, but we’re
the go-to resource for those hard to find, niche items for less common printers that not only help differentiate the dealer as a superior
source of product but also generate far better margins.”
Adds Antell, “We’ve got over 6,000 imaging products and they cover
a broad range of printer models—HP and Canon certainly, but also
Dell, Ricoh, Toshiba and more—with both OEM and compatible
brands. Our products come backed by a program of support and
customer service that’s second to none.”
In Indianapolis, Quinn Ray of ICC Business Products is one dealer
with first-hand experience of just how effective the Image Star program can be.
“We’ve been buying from Image Star since the 1990s and it’s been
very positive for our business,” says Quinn. “Image Star is great at
fulfillment. Their orders are shipped on time, complete and with no
mistakes.”
Quinn also gives Image Star high marks for innovative use of technology to support its dealers. “Image Star has developed a great
web site and e-mail system to update us with shipping and tracking
MARCH 2011

information that is very useful for our own personnel,” he says. “We
also have been very pleased with their response time on inquiries.”
In addition to its own web site, Image Star has also gotten into the
business of web site development for dealers in the past year.
The program went live in March 2010 and, says Antell, it has attracted a significant number of dealers.
“We can provide them with a turnkey, customizable web site to sell
ink and toner supplies and any other items the dealer chooses to
sell,” he explains. “The most difficult part of owning a web site is the
addition and maintenance of the items offered. We do this for our
dealers. It is our job to maintain their site and their job to sell their
products!”
Looking to the future, Antell sees only more good things coming the
dealer’s way from Image Star. The company recently hired industry
veteran Mike Locascio to keep the momentum of its dealer programs
going and already, says Antell, he’s made a major impact.
Image Star is also working hard to build closer ties with some of the
key dealer groups in the industry. The company recently became an
approved vendor with is.group and, says Antell, no one should be too
surprised if similar alliances are formed with other industry groups.
“We’re committed to independent dealers and believe we’ve come
up with an approach that allows them to establish a strong position
in a key market segment and still make good margins,” says Locascio. “As more dealers come on board and the economy in general
continues to improve, we’re feeling very good about the next twelve
months!”
For more information on Image Star and the products and support it
offers dealers in the imaging products space, contact Charlie Antell
(PH: 888-272-8340, ext. 7317; E-mail: antellc@imagestar.com).
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I came to
city of hope
because

Here, I have the
chance to be part
of a visionary
team, moving
the entire field of
supportive care
forward.
Dana Tarcatu, M.D.
faculty member

HOPE
STARTS
WITH US

Offering Every Form of Support:
A clinician-researcher focusing on pain and palliative care, Dana Tarcatu recently joined the
faculty of City of Hope. She was drawn by a unique, patient-and family-centered vision of
supportive care that combines symptom management with counseling and spiritual support
from the beginning of the patient’s experience.

12 million people in the U.S. are living with cancer. With your support,
we can help City of Hope accelerate new treatments – and one
day cures – to cancer patients around the world.
Join City of Hope’s National Office Products Industry as we kick off
the 2011 “Committed to Hope” fundraising initiative by making the
Jay Mutschler
Senior Vice President
Staples, Inc.
2011 Spirit of Life Honoree

first donation to City of Hope your own.
Now, you can double the impact of your gift. Irwin Helford and Jamie
Fellowes have made generous gifts to match your donations through
Legions of Hope and Friends for Hope.
To learn more and make your important personal contribution,
visit cityofhope.org/nopi-match. Your donation of any amount is
greatly appreciated.
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NOPAnews

NOPA Outlines Board-Approved Federal Advocacy Program for 2011
NOPA’s government affairs advocacy work
has rarely, if ever, been as important or as
potentially divisive as it is this year. The
stakes are high: the future of independent
dealers in a federal market place that is undergoing dramatic, broad-based changes
due to major shifts in government procurement policy, including a new White Houseled, full-scale push for consolidation of the
federal office products supply base.
NOPA has a comprehensive federal advocacy strategy, which includes legislative
and executive branch initiatives to address
long-standing and more recent procurement issues impacting our industry. These
include bills to:

1) Increase congressional
oversight and public access
to influence implementation of
the 1938 Javitz-WagnerO’Day (JWOD) Act that
authorizes the AbilityOne
program;
2) Require rulemaking to halt
awards of federal contracts to
“pass-through” companies
that serve as “fronts” and
unfairly channel small business
set-aside contracts to big box
companies, and

and specific small business
procurement goals when they
award contracts and purchase
office products from dealer
teaming arrangements whose
members have women-owned,
8(a), HUBZone and/or servicedisabled veteran-owned small
business status.
The most pressing advocacy issue facing
independents this year, however, is implementation of the second-generation Federal Strategic Sourcing Initiative (FSSI)
procurement program.

3) Allow federal agencies to earn
credits toward meeting general

Federal Strategic Sourcing Initiative (FSSI) Implementation
In mid-2010 the General Services Administration (GSA) launched a second-generation FSSI program and awarded a total of
12 government-wide Blanket Purchase
Agreement (BPA) contracts for office supplies and three separate contracts for
toner/ink products. These BPAs were
awarded to Staples, Office Depot, is.group
and 12 individual small dealers.
In response to concerns expressed by
NOPA and its congressional allies, GSA expanded the original number of planned
FSSI office supplies BPA awards to small
dealers (“Pool 1”) from 3 to 7, and boosted
the number of ink/toner awards (“Pool 3”)
to small companies from 2 to 3.
Three additional small dealers were
awarded office supplies BPAs within 30-60
days of the original awards, bringing the
total number of vendors to 15.
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Based on initial data on FSSI program purchases, awarded companies, including
small dealers, are expanding office products sales under this program.
At the same time, there are far more independents that have sold to federal agencies
in the past using a variety of authorized procurement vehicles—GSA Schedule 75 contracts, individual agency BPAs and/or
open-market sales—that have effectively
lost access to an expanding share of the
federal marketplace as the new FSSI program is implemented.
This second-generation FSSI procurement,
while awarded on a competitive basis, was
originally presented to the office products
industry as a non-mandatory, governmentwide initiative.
However, as the bid process unfolded, GSA
and the Office of Management and Budget
INDEPENDENT DEALER

(OMB) made unprecedented efforts to gain
up-front commitments from approximately
15 federal agencies to give priority to use
of the FSSI program. To date, several have
officially made its use mandatory throughout their agency.
Recent changes in the GSA Advantage procurement portal for Schedule 75 products
have reinforced the apparent mandatorythrust of this government-wide FSSI BPA
program. And in September, GSA announced a two-year moratorium, effective
October 1, on approving new Schedule 75
office products contract applications.
In recent months, the Office of Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP) and top GSA officials have made it clear they are committed
to a policy that will dramatically reduce the
number of federal contracts for office supCONTINUED ON PAGE 21
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plies in the belief that this will generate large budgetary savings.
With fewer small businesses eligible to sell to federal customers,
there is a broad-based industry concern that the overall independent dealer share of the federal market could decline significantly as
FSSI is further implemented this year and beyond.
In the last fiscal year, there were approximately 550 office products
vendors, most small companies, with GSA Schedule 75 contracts.
More than 200 of these were small companies with individual FY
2010 annual sales of $100,000 or more to federal customers.
An additional 200+ dealers have been eligible to sell to federal customers using one of the three major dealer group GSA Schedule
75 contracts (AOPD, is.group and GoverNet/Trimega).

NOPA Advocacy Policy on FSSI
Since meeting with senior government procurement officials in late
November, NOPA members and its board of governors have grappled with how best to balance the legitimate interests of members
who competed successfully and were awarded FSSI contracts,
with those of dealers who did not receive such contracts and increasingly are finding their eligibility to compete for federal business sharply curtailed.
Following extended discussions and a formal vote, NOPA’s board
of governors approved a clear NOPA advocacy position on the new
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Federal Strategic Sourcing Initiative (FSSI). There is a consensus
that:
1) As a matter of general policy, NOPA should oppose
federal policy actions and guidance that have the
effect of encouraging or making implementation of
any and all procurement programs “mandatory,” on
either an agency or government-wide basis; and
2) NOPA should adopt a balanced FSSI advocacy policy
stance that reflects the long-term interests of the
independent channel, is equitable to all association
members and can be supported on a unified basis.
NOPA will take special care in the course of its federal
advocacy program to avoid criticism of vendors that
currently hold FSSI BPA awards.
NOPA will systematically monitor trends in sales of office supplies
to federal agencies under the FSSI, GSA Schedule 75 and other
procurement programs using available public data sources and
confidential member surveys in order to assess the net impact on
small independent dealers. Association members are encouraged
to refer to direct NOPA communications and to contact Chris
Bates, NOPA president (cbates@nopanet.org; Tel: 703/549-9040,
x 100), with questions and for further details on NOPA’s advocacy
program and how they can support this pro-competitive approach.
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By Scott Cullen

From the back room to the front end, technology is a critical resource
for today’s independent dealerships.
The bad news first: It’s expensive—to buy, maintain and
keep your people trained—and making sure your technology is at least as good, if not better than your competition’s is a constant challenge.
The good news: It’s the great leveler in the marketplace for
independents and there’s never been a wider range of applications and technology providers to choose from.
Here’s our annual look at what’s available today and how dealers
are using technology to run more productively, reach out to customers and prospects more effectively and generally make their
businesses stronger and more profitable.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 24
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Are Low Margin Contracts
Dragging You Down?

Reach Your Profit Potential with Acsellerate!
Acsellerate® is the premier sales intelligence solution for the
office products industry with proven results for over 350 dealers.
• Identify margin improvement opportunities within accounts,
contracts, invoices and items
• Easily create reports to benchmark customers and sales reps
against each other or prior periods
• Recognize cross-selling and upselling opportunities
• Track performance to goals on key business metrics
• Conduct professional Business Reviews with Key Accounts
• Provide an easy-to-use CRM that manages key contacts and
prospect information
• Easily monitor sales tasks and activities

“Over the last 2 months
actively using Acsellerate,
we have increased margins
by almost 4 percentage
points!”
Mike Parlier,
Church & Stagg

Get a free demo of Acsellerate TODAY!
www.acsellerate.net • 571 .266.6420 • sales@acsellerate.net

C O V E R S T O R Y. . .

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22

Acsellerate Solutions
www.acsellerate.net
When S&T Office Products in St. Paul, Minnesota needs information about what their
customers are and aren’t buying, they turn to
Acsellerate. They’ve been doing so for the
past five years, ever since Pat Crowley, vice
president of S&T, saw the program in action
at an S.P. Richards meeting.
“We saw the data Acsellerate was able to
capture from our system and turn it into valuable market and customer intelligence that
assisted us greatly in terms of planning our
sales strategy and profitability,” says Pat.
Seeing was believing. Fast forward to 2011
and the sales intelligence program has lived
up to expectations and then some. “There’s
just a whole range of data that’s formatted
in a way that you can just point and click,
put a couple of parameters in, and the information comes up,” states Pat.
Updates come with the territory and Pat acknowledges a recent enhancement. “One of
the most important ones we use is the enhanced business review,” he says. “We use
that whenever our sales people go in and
do business reviews with our customers.”
Those business reviews are strategically important for fostering long-term customer relationships. “We share with them
information about what they’re buying and
what they’re not buying,” says Pat. “If
they’re not buying a particular product it
alerts our sales people and management to
opportunities.”

The software may have been more expensive compared to competitive products, but
for Joe Koval, the expense was worth it because the system was so comprehensive.
What really made the difference for him was
a furniture module, something the other
programs didn’t offer at the time.
“If we had selected something else we
wouldn’t have had software support for furniture,” says Joe. “And they were willing to
integrate their software with the Steelcase
software, which was our main furniture line.”
He also lauds their support. “They’re very
responsive. If we have problems, they
come back with an answer promptly and
stay with it until it’s fixed.”

Business Management
International (BMI)
www.bmiusa.com
If you logged onto PaperWorks’ web site
prior to September 2010, you wouldn’t need
an MBA in web marketing to recognize it
was in dire need of updating. That’s exactly
what the Cincinnati-based dealership did
when they enlisted the services of BMI.
Before they brought in BMI PaperWorks
was using two different companies to manage the web site and interfacing it with their
own accounting software.

Reports also track an account’s activity on either a weekly, monthly or quarterly basis, or
whatever time period S&T wants to monitor.

“It was a conglomerate of three different
companies and it wasn’t effective,” laments
Scott Bocklet, vice president of operations.
“It was hard for customers to use, and if
there was a problem in one area, it shut all
the other areas down. It was a nightmare
and we had a hard time getting customers
to use it.”

“That helps us manage our stock inventory,” explains Pat. “We can track trends
where certain customers are buying a lot of
one particular product and it allows us to
be proactive in terms of adding those items
into our inventory.”

Things are far different now, Scott reports.
“It’s faster, works smoothly, search content
is much richer, and the customer can do
more drilling down and getting to where they
want with a lot fewer clicks than before,” he
says. “Even the aesthetics are better.”

Another new addition from Acsellerate is
the CRM component of the program, which
has also been a boon to S&T, he says.

Although the new site has only been live for
four months, results have been dramatic.
Online sales are up and PaperWorks is winning customers who had previously given
them the brush off because they didn’t like
the look of their old site.

Activant
www.activant.com
Wulbern Koval in Charleston, S.C. has been
using Activant since 1993 to manage its financials, inventory, order management,
point-of-sale, customer relationship management, warehouse operations, transportation and logistics.
MARCH 2011

Working with BMI and enhancing their web
storefront has injected PaperWorks with a
strong dose of confidence that they can indeed compete with the big boxes online.
“In the past we would sometimes spend
INDEPENDENT DEALER

years getting to know the customers, getting them to like everything about us, and
then when it came time for them to place
orders on the Web, they’d say, ‘Sorry, we
love your company but we can’t use your
web site.’ That’s gone, so now we compete
at the same level as Staples, Depot and Office Max when it comes to web ordering,”
says Scott happily.

ECi Britannia
www.ecisolutions.com/products/systems/britannia/default.htm
For Alan Hochman, president of the Prepared Office in Williamsburg, Virginia, the
Britannia system from ECi has played a
major role in his dealership’s success story
over the past seven years.
“It’s a great program, it’s fast and the customer service beyond the actual functionality of the program is phenomenal,” he
reports. Alan also gives high marks to ECi
for its training and support, which he describes as “fantastic.”
Prepared Office sells both office supplies
and furniture and Alan says that for a small
dealership like his, the program’s project
management module is ideal.
“It’s sufficient for the size of our company
and the office supply side of it also does
pretty well.”
As a one-man operation when he first
started, a versatile e-commerce platform
was essential.
“There was no way I could deal with the business the way I needed to do unless we had a
strong Web presence. Being by myself, I
couldn’t answer the phone, tend to customers, deal with problems, do the marketing
and all that other stuff if people were going to
constantly call me on the telephone.”
Today, fully 95% of Prepared Office’s customers order online, testimony to Britannia’s user-friendly storefront.

ECi DDMS
www.ecisolutions.com/products/systems/ddms/default.htm
Jeffrey R. Schroeder, senior vice president
of operations and technology at The Supply
Room in Ashland, Virginia, is bullish on
DDMS. They’ve been with the system since
1990.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 26
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OP Revelation

™

BEAT THE POWER CHANNEL
“The new system has become a great asset. Because
of the e-commerce site we are able to easily attract
new customers and we have been able to increase the
volume of orders as well as the number of lines on each
order from our customers. The warehouse has improved
due to the new picking and manifest systems which has
resulted in a reduction in warehouse staff. Finally, our
cash ﬂow improved because of how easily and efﬁciently
we can invoice our customers”.
Vic Diaso - President
World Class Business Products
“Since converting to BMI OP Revelation, we never
hear the main customer objection that our website is
substandard. That objection has gone away and we
can pursue new customers with conﬁdence about our
e-commerce capabilities. BMI OP Revelation delivers
accurate and highly relevant search results with
extraordinary product presentation and content.”
Bernie Garvey - President
Garvey’s Ofﬁce Products

“On October 1st, 2008 we went live with BMI OP
Revelation e-commerce storefront and back end
software. I truly feel we had a great conversion. BMI was
very accommodating in addressing issues with the web
and making it user friendly. The difference between our
prior software vendor and BMI is that they care about
your issues and problems and want to ﬁx them. This is
really a state of the art system & every day I learn more
things that make me happy that we chose this product”.
Norma Anthony - COO
BF Molz

SOFTWARE FOR
The Independent Ofﬁce Product Dealer
OP RevelationTM from BMI is a complete software solution designed to
put “Power Channel” technology into the hands of Independent ofﬁce
product dealers and will effectively manage e-commerce, customer service,
procurement, wholesaler supply chains, inventory, warehousing, delivery
logistics, accounting, ﬁnancial reporting and operational analysis.

•

Unmatched Ease of Use, Functionality & Access to Data

•

Rapid ROI Through Improved Efﬁciency, Customer Service
& Margin Management

•

Advanced E-Commerce Search Engine with Enhanced
Wholesaler Content

CALL NOW!888.580.8382

BEAT THE POWER CHANNEL
Runs on Microsoft Dynamics NAV®

14 Penn Plaza, Suite 1105 New York, NY 10122

www.bmiusa.com
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“We were looking for the best distribution
management system that would allow us to
better interface with the wholesalers and
provide us with a better in-stock environment,” reports Jeffrey. “After researching
what was available we felt it was the best
financial solution to meet our business
needs,” he states.
The Supply Room is currently an ECI
DDMS Premier Support customer and Jeffrey says their experiences has been very
good when it comes to resolving technical
problems, upgrade conversions, and
adding additional services to The Supply
Room’s mix.
“We consider our business relationship with
our software provider as well as our primary
wholesaler a key component to our future
success as an independent dealer,” he
says. “Without it none of us will survive very
long in today's competitive market.”
The DDMS system has been particularly
helpful in transitioning The Supply Room
into the e-commerce world.
“As with all independent dealers the
biggest change has been the growth of ecommerce within the industry and the soft-

ware support services needed to support
the functions in today's electronic world,”
he states. “To stay competitive in the evolution of e-commerce you need to be a
leader in electronic marketing and ordering
to achieve success.”

Fortune Web Marketing
www.fortunewebmarketing.com
Liberty Office Products in Houston has
enough internal IT knowledge to get a decent web site up and running. What they
don’t have is time for learning about things
like SEO (Search Engine Optimization) and
all the other critical Web marketing activities that help drive customers to their site.
The solution: Bringing in Fortune Web Marketing to do the heavy lifting and take the
pressure off IT manager Paul Weaver.
“We knew we needed to do some SEO, Internet marketing, that sort of thing, but there
wasn’t time with my limited resources to get
where we wanted to go as fast as we
wanted to get there,” explains Paul.

Liberty about adding key words and meta
tags to Web pages to optimize their search
status, along with design tips for specific
landing pages and cross link referencing to
other Web sites.
The pressure is now off for Paul, who still
makes the occasional modifications to the
Web site using instructions from Fortune
Web.
As an added benefit, online sales are on the
rise.
“We have seen an increase in our Web site
traffic and an increase in sales on the Web
site,” he reports happily. “I know some of
this is because of the work Fortune Web
Marketing is doing for us.”
Liberty also uses Fortune Web Marketing
for social media marketing, focusing primarily on Facebook and Twitter, although Paul
admits Liberty isn’t doing much to promote
those social media outlets just yet. Liberty
has also done a pay-per-click campaign
with Fortune Web to get their feet wet and
plans to do more in the future.

So far things are working out nicely. Fortune
Web has been instrumental in educating
CONTINUED ON PAGE 27
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GoldMine from
Longbow Consulting Group
www.longbowcg.com
Suburban Office Products in Hartford, Connecticut, started using GoldMine CRM from
Longbow Consulting Group about a year
ago.
“Prospecting tools are available from many
of the available CRM platforms, however,
the sales force automation, customizable
analytics and reporting tools that GoldMine
offers played a key role in our decision,” reports vice president Bob Shulman.
“The proven track record Goldmine has
when it comes to working with our DDMS
backend system was also a key factor in
our decision. There were very few system
changes we needed to make for Goldmine
to read from our backend,” he points out.
“The cost of the system also played a pivotal role in our decision,” Bob adds. “We
compared the monthly payment for Webbased CRM platforms with internal-based
CRM programs like GoldMine. All things
considered equal between the different
platforms, even including hardware pur-
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chases, over two years, the cost of GoldMine—including the software, licenses, and
support—would be less than the amount
we would have paid, and would continue
paying, for a Web-based platform.”
Bob appreciates the customization available with GoldMine, which he cites as one
of the software’s greatest benefits. “You
can add custom fields and use them to report on basically anything,” he explains.
The program’s Admin Pack has been an
added bonus. “It basically captures all
sales person activity into a simple e-mail
that goes to each salesperson every week
with the history of activities they have completed, recaps of activities to come, as well
as details on prospects that have been
neglected,” he explains.
With GoldMine part of the company’s business processes, Suburban’s management
now has a better handle on the activities of
their sales force.
“Also,” he adds, “the automated processes
have helped increase our customer
touches, especially for house accounts that
previously had very little salesperson interaction.”

INDEPENDENT DEALER

GOPD
www.gopd.com
Minton Jones in Atlanta. has been using
GOPD’s OP24-7 Web Store as their frontend system for 10 years. It’s been their first
and only Web storefront and as far as Chip
Jones, president of Minton Jones is concerned it’s the best. Of course, he’s biased,
since he’s on the GOPD advisory panel, but
in order to get on the panel, you have to be
a satisfied user.
“When we first started using it there were
not a lot of shopping carts out there and we
had won a contract and GOPD helped us
with our state contract,” recalls Chip. “They
ended up customizing the site for us and
we’ve been using it ever since.”
While GOPD has dealers who use their entire system, Minton Jones uses ECI’s
DDMS for back end applications and
GOPD on the front. The two systems work
well together, Chip reports.
“It processes my orders very well through
an interface that GOPD wrote that posts orders into DDMS,” he explains.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 28
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“I think they’re really progressive in what
they’re doing,” Chip contends. “They’re responsive to our needs, they listen to what
we want as dealers and they pay particular
attention to what end users want.”

they saved on each order directly on the invoice. The program takes an average of
every item on that order and prints the percentage savings squarely in the middle of
the invoice.

Minton Jones is doing about 60% of its
business online and no doubt GOPD has
been instrumental in bringing those numbers up over the years, he says.

“That’s been good for us and I get a lot of
comments on that,” he reports. “I don’t
think many people do that. IBA also offers
credit card integration into our back office
software that’s been helpful.”

IBA
www.ibainc.net
Bennie Scott, president of Business Products & Services in Pelham, Alabama, has
been using IBA to run his dealership since
it first opened its doors in 1999.
“When we need something tweaked or
added, or something totally different,
they’re more than helpful,” he says. “We’re
always adding different spreadsheets, information we can print out about individual
customers and they’re very responsive.”
The software has been especially helpful in
monitoring individual accounts to identify
what customers are buying or not buying.
One recent upgrade that Bennie asked for
is the ability to show customers how much
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Asked if he has anymore suggestions for
IBA, Scott he’s happy with the program as
is, but he’s confident that if he makes a request they’ll jump through hoops to add
that capability.

ITEM411
www.item411.com
In Hercules, California, Diane Griffin, owner
of Radston’s Office Supply, has found
ITEM411 from OP Software a valuable resource for developing business-winning
competitive intelligence.
The program provides current commercial
and government contract pricing for three
retail chain sources of the user’s choice.
Additional contract customer and govern-
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ment pricing is also available.
The program’s Bid Wizard feature uploads
a 10,000 item bid sheet with big box numbers that automatically matches the items
and then exports the dealer’s file with
wholesaler item numbers and the big box
item and manufacturer numbers, as well as
current big box pricing.
Diane has found the program’s ability to do
web scrapes of retail pricing from the big
boxes and cross-reference it with United
and SP Richards files particularly useful.
“We load retail contracts into our DDMS
system off of this software as well as competitive contracts from the big boxes or
public sector into our system,” explains
Diane. “There’s quite a few that I load, but
the nice thing about ITEM411 is that I can
run them against an entire United file or a
specific customer’s usage report.”
She also likes the program’s ability to tie a
wholesaler account to the program’s individual item lookup, which allows her to see
costs and stock on hand.
“My sales people and customer service department can get that information from
DDMS but they can also just keep a winCONTINUED ON PAGE 30
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dow open on their desktop that is constantly bouncing off our individual program
costs and availability from the branches.”
Even though Diane has only been using the
program for a few months, she has found it
constantly evolving based on dealer feedback. “They take input from dealers and
then all of a sudden there’s an e-mail saying there’s a new bell and whistle. I have to
give them credit for that,” she says.

“We’re getting mostly positive feedback at
this point,” he says. “The search features
and the look and feel of the new site versus
our old site seem to be playing very well.”

MBS Dev

The ability to offer more detailed searches
is also reducing a reliance on hard copy
catalogs, particularly with some of Cardinal’s biggest customers such as state government and universities, he notes.

www.mbsdev.com
Last year Kirk Ramsdale, owner of Cardinal
Office Products in Frankfurt, Kentucky, was
looking for a solution that would allow Cardinal to compete online against the big box
stores.
“As we looked at MBS Dev and saw the
bells and whistles and some of the things
that were coming down the road, it excited
me,” he recalls.
Cardinal went live on the system the end of
October and although Kirk says it’s too
early to offer metrics on the overall effect
it’s had on his business, he’s found it’s
made a significant difference with some
customers.
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One of the biggest improvements is the
search feature. “When you search for product it gets you to where you want to go
pretty quickly and once you get there, it
makes it very easy for the online end user
to make a buying decision,” Kirk explains.

Making the transition to MBS Dev was relatively smooth and Kirk credits the people
at MBS Dev with making that happen.
“Their people that put in the hours to make
sure our transition went as smooth as possible,” he says. “We looked at it as we want
to crawl and walk and then jog and run. We
got to the walking position quicker than I
thought we would and the dedication of
their people to make this work was phenomenal.”

Sales-i
www.sales-i.com
There’s always got to be a better way, and
making a change rather than doing nothing
is always the preferable option. That’s
where Midwest Office Supply in Springfield,
Illinois, was coming from nearly two years
ago when they brought in Sales-i as their
technology partner.
“We were looking for different avenues for
our sales people to get a real-time snapshot of what’s happening with their account
base,” recalls Steve DeMarco, managing
partner. “I really like how it helps us track
on a daily basis what our customers are
and aren’t buying from us.”
Midwest takes that information and sets up
alerts for each sales rep for their account
base. For example, one alert allows them
to see who’s buying paper and not buying
toner as well as who is buying or not buying
jan/san products.
“We’re able to target market specific accounts and tailor a proposal or sales flyer for
that account,” says Steve. “It’s made a huge
CONTINUED ON PAGE 31
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difference, particularly with jan/san. We’ve increased our jan/san sales just by having customer awareness of that product category.”
The software also provides margin alerts
and tracks new customers and win backs.
Steve particularly likes the way it helps
them track the progress of new accounts.
“A lot of times it’s hit or miss when you develop a new relationship,” he points out.
With Sales-i a lot of the misses when dealing with new accounts are eliminated and
replaced with real-time data that allows
Midwest Office Supply to bang out more
hits, he explains happily.
“It’s a great add on and provides valuable
information,” Steve adds. “In today’s economy you have to have information. Our
sales people get daily alerts so if an account
is falling or off their margin, we’re aware of
it right away and can go in and do something about it.”

Red Cheetah
http://redcheetah.com
Convenience Office Supply & Interiors in
Austin, Texas has been a Red Cheetah user
for the past five years and couldn’t be hap-

pier. Going in, Convenience’s Karen Bogart
already knew some of the folks at the company, including one who had been their SP
rep for a decade. “There was a certain
amount of comfort with them already,” she
recalls.
That comfort level has extended to Red
Cheetah’s customer service team who
Karen gives high marks for responsiveness.
“Whenever I send them an e-mail I usually
hear back quickly,” she says. “It’s either,
‘Here’s the solution,’ or ‘I’m working on it,’
which is really important to us.”
As an example of Red Cheetah’s responsiveness, when Convenience first installed
the program, its largest customer told
them, ‘We can’t use this online ordering because it doesn’t do this, this and that.”
Bogart called Red Cheetah and said, “This
has got to be fixed.”
She was told the problem would be corrected in two weeks, but they did better
than that, fixing it in seven days.
One of the biggest benefits the dealership
enjoyed from the program was the way it
allowed sales reps to generate quotes and
manipulate data as necessary, instead of

handing things off to a customer service
rep or purchasing.
“Now they can go in at home at night and
use it,” she says. “They really like that. Ever
since using it, the percentage of our online
sales has gone up because our customers
find Red Cheetah easy to use.”

System Solutions, Inc. (SSI)
www.ssiop.com
It’s been three years since Flatt Stationers
in Mexia, Texas, started using SSI and according to owner Doug Flatt, it’s turned out
to be one of the best decisions he’s ever
made.
Doug looked at plenty of alternatives but
liked what he say from the Canadian-based
technology provider. “Price point was a factor and their track record in Canada was a
factor,” he recalls. “I had some reservations
because I was the first office supply dealer
to go live with them in the U.S. but it turned
out not to be a problem and they now have
quite a few dealers here.”
Before settling on SSI, Flatt did his homeCONTINUED ON PAGE 32

Red Cheetah is a full E-commerce solution and wholesaler-enabled ordering system
designed by office dealers for office dealers. We pride ourselves in offering our dealers
experiences that make life easier and business more profitable. And with Outpost and
GPS, those experiences are now even better.

Make yourself at home at the Outpost
Now, it’s easier than ever to put out your e-welcome mat
and offer customers personalized storefront experiences.

Lighten your workload with GPS
Leave the data crunching and marketing to us, so you
and your team can do what you do best...schmooze
customers.

Visit us at redcheetah.com/learnmore or call (866) 878-9257.
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work, talking to customers in Canada, all of
whom were pleased with the product’s stability and the fact that SSI would do what
they said they would do.
“That’s turned out to be very true,” says
Doug. “I’m a small business guy. I like other
small business guys, and if I have a problem and I’m not having success at one
level, the ability to call the guys in charge
was a factor for me, too.”
Another thing Doug likes about SSI is that
it’s a flag-driven system, which is perfect for
dealers who don’t need to use every feature
of the system. For example, if there’s a feature he doesn’t need, he turns the flag off
while another dealer who may want to use
that feature, simply turns the flag on.
“There’s a lot of flexibility and that translates into the open database and being able
to generate your own reports,” he explains.
“It lets me see what’s going on in my company and steer the ship from 30,000 feet.”
Doug also has high praise for SSI’s technical support. “They have people who are
very experienced and you don’t have to
worry about having someone who isn’t familiar with the software or the industry,” he
says.

Thalerus Group
www.thalerus.com
Often, it’s who you know that makes a difference in business although one might
argue that shouldn’t apply to a technology
decision, particularly when it comes to selecting a software solution to serve as the
backbone of your business. But that didn’t
stop Office Advantage of San Diego from
bringing in Thalerus’s Vibe business management software 16 months ago.

Adds Rod, “The interface for customer
service and sales is unbelievably well done.
We only have to learn one screen. From
that screen you can call up the customer
and go to everything you need from there.
It’s a powerful, time-saving platform.”.
He also offers kudos to Thalerus’s support,
which for most issues can be dealt with
over the Web. “If I have an emergency I almost never have to pick up the phone,”
Rod states.

Co-owner Steve Jewett had known Thalerus
owner Lillian Yeh for a number of years, so it
was a matter of trust and respect. As things
turned out, the Thalerus solution was everything they had been hoping for.

Another plus is the system’s ability to integrate with United Stationers Smart Search
program. “That took our Internet sales from
24% of our commercial business month
over month to 70+%—immediately, not
over time,” he boasts.

What co-owner Rod Manson likes most
about it is that it is a hosted solution, it’s
easy to use and comes with a very responsive support team.

“We’ve had huge results, huge savings, and
we haven’t had to hire another sales or
service person.”

Running reports at month’s end is a snap,
says Rod. “It’s a single click and you’re
done,” he explains. “And year end is only
slightly more complex. Copy last year’s period, that’s a click, close your year, that’s a
click.”

Scott Cullen has been writing about the
office products, office furniture, and office
equipment industries since 1986.
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“Thalerus has consistently shown the ability to translate our sales ideas into
action through effective and timely programming. This is critical as we operate
in a industry that requires speed and flexibility.” 
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of Empowering Clients

Butch Johnson, MyOfficeProducts

4300 Commerce Ct., Suite 200, Lisle, IL 60532
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all aboard!!
Why You Need
to Hitch a Ride on
the Social Media Train
by Mandy Pusatera
I’m sure you’ve heard it time and again:
“You have to be on Facebook. It’s the only
way you can stay competitive nowadays.”
If your response is to roll your eyes and say,
“I just don’t get it. I’m not on ‘The Facebook’ and I seem to survive just fine,” then
you are not only missing the boat, but in
danger of drowning in a sea of competitors
who have decided to stay up with the times.
In the dealer community, it is common for
me to hear the relatively short list of reasons for not beginning a social media
campaign. “We don’t have the time or the
resources to devote a staff member to that
particular task.” “We don’t have a clue
where to begin.”
I, however, rarely hear the long list of benefits to giving social media a try. We will
briefly cover some of them here:
Your customers are online. Whether you
choose to believe it or not, your customers
are active on social media sites. Facebook
boasts more than 500 million active users
with nearly 50% of those users logging
into Facebook on any given day. Twitter
has over 145 million registered users.
Yes, I know. All of those users aren’t in your
service area, but if you had 10,000 people
standing down the street waiting to learn
more about new products and services,
would you send out a sales rep or simply
ignore them? What about 1,000? 100?
It’s so cost-effective. Most sites allow you
to create business profiles/pages for little
MARCH 2011

or no cost. This is in stark contrast to expensive web ads and banner ads (which
typically go ignored due to the overwhelming abundance of them).
Also, there are no printing or mailing costs
with social media as there are with
brochures and pamphlets. You can spread
your message and get your brand noticed
for a smidgen of what an “old school” marketing campaign would cost.
It supports search engine optimization.
Social media can drive more customers to
your web site. The more traffic your site receives, the higher it appears in those popular Google searches. As a result, more
people see your web site, more people
click on it and more people will eventually
buy products from it. It’s a numbers game
and social media gets your numbers up!
It helps builds customer loyalty. Chances
are you already have some valued customers that have been loyal to you from
the early days when you just had one
salesperson, a single truck and a dream.
By being available in a medium that these
supporters utilize today, they are able to
stay connected with your company and
can easily refer more customers to you. If
those newly referred customers are
pleased, they will do the same and so on
and so forth.
Fact: 90% of consumers online trust recommendations from people they know
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and
70% even trust the opinions of
unknown users. Consumer reviews are
nearly twelve times more trusted than descriptions coming from manufacturers.
Your current and future customers are
going to end up doing a lot better job of
selling your products and services through
simple social media sharing than your typical product or company flyer will! But they
can’t share if you’re not there!
Hopefully, you can now see the why of social media. In the upcoming months, we
will show you the what, the how and the
where.
It’s not too late to get up to speed and
spread your social media wings. Whether
you are new to the whole concept or already have your feet wet, this series of social media articles will help guide you
through the maze and ensure that you
don’t just do it, but that you do it right!
Mandy Pusatera is director of e-marketing
and social networking at The Highlands
Group rep organization. Previously, she
was vice president of LM Office Supply &
Furniture, an Independent Dealer, in
Odessa, Florida. To learn more about what
social media can do for your dealership,
sign up for Mandy’s Heads Up E-Newsletter
or register for a special Heads Up webinar:
Facebook for the Independent Dealer!
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The
Key
Quality

of Great
Salespeople
By Troy Harrison

I always value “good thinkers” over
“good talkers” when trying to determine
if someone can be a great salesperson
or not. This month, I’d like to examine
one particular aspect of “good thinking.”
CONTINUED ON PAGE 35
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I’ve worked with literally thousands of salespeople in one capacity or another in my career. Many have been good, but only a few
have really ascended to greatness. For those who did, it seemed
that there was one common trait that separated them from the
“good” salespeople. That trait is: intellectual curiosity. I define
“intellectual curiosity” as “the need to continually gain knowledge, identify problems and solve them.” Good salespeople acquire new knowledge (training, questioning, researching, etc.)
because it’s part of their job and they have disciplined themselves to do so. That’s okay. We can make a lot of money with
these salespeople. Truly great salespeople, however, acquire new
knowledge because it’s as essential to their character as breathing. In sales, intellectual curiosity brings with it several beneficial
activities. “Curious” salespeople are driven to:
n Continually train and learn their jobs. Sales is not
a static activity; what it means to be a competent
salesperson has changed radically over the last fifty
years. New techniques, new ideas and new thoughts
have made obsolete the old “slap the back, shake
the hand and tell your story” salesperson for most
industries. Those that are still around hang on by a
thread. The intellectually curious salesperson continually seeks out sales knowledge on his or her own
and applies it. The non-curious salesperson gets left
in the dust.
n Continually learn more about their customers.
Product knowledge used to be king. As I explain in
my book, “Sell Like You Mean It!,” customer knowledge is now king. The intellectually curious salesperson uses time with customers to continually discover
more information about their present and (more importantly) future needs. That knowledge helps you to
position yourself as your customers’ long term solution.
n Ask good selling questions. Most salespeople
ask narrowly structured questions designed to lead
the customer toward a purchasing decision. They
may get an order here and there, but by keeping the
focus of the sales call narrow, they likely miss opportunities to penetrate new areas, anticipate future
needs and build real lasting customer relationships.
Intellectually curious salespeople gain more sales
and win more relationships because they allow a
wide area of focus in their sales conversations.

are coming out. Those words tend to be important
and the curious salesperson wants to hear what their
customer has to say.
n Seek opportunities to move beyond their contact’s office. One of the great joys (for me) of sales
used to be the opportunity to tour different offices. I
enjoyed seeing how businesses run and I also liked
seeing our products perform in a live environment
(I’m mechanically inclined). Many times, I was able
to solve problems on site that I’d have never discovered otherwise. The intellectually curious salesperson seeks every opportunity to see their customers’
work being done, with an eye toward helping them
improve their work.
n Have new ideas for their own company and their
customers. Ideas are the currency of today’s business environment and the curious salesperson uses
new ideas to benefit themselves, their employer and
their customers. They are able to do so because
they consume information from a variety of sources
(again, because they want to). By consuming information, they can provide new ideas, referrals, etc.
that help everyone within their sphere of business.
In short, the non-curious salesperson views the sales conversation as a narrow sphere focused entirely upon their “stuff,”— the
products and services that they sell—and they restrict discussion
to that narrow sphere. Problems that can’t be directly addressed
by their “stuff” will go ignored.
The curious salesperson wants to know as much as possible
about the factors that cause their customers to succeed or not
to succeed. Then they use their knowledge to benefit their customers, either by selling their own stuff or by referring them to
other sources of help. I don’t have to tell you which approach
builds stronger relationships.
Here’s the paradox: Many salespeople have their intellectual curiosity stifled by training that is overly product-centered and
heavily scripted. By doing that, companies and trainers deny their
salespeople the opportunity to become great. What route would
you rather take?

n Listen. This is simple. Too many salespeople treat
the customer’s speaking time as an opportunity to
plan their next selling tactic, rather than as an opportunity to learn. When customers are speaking, words
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Troy Harrison is a sales consultant,
trainer, and the author of “Sell Like
You Mean It!” Learn more and
subscribe to his weekly E-Zine,
the HotSheet, at
www.SalesForceSolutions.net.
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celebrate

Three Good Reasons to

The Ides of March
By Tom Buxton

For Julius Caesar, the middle of March
turned out to be a less than opportune
time. Getting stabbed 23 times by 60 of
your closest friends can have that effect on
a person.
However, in the independent office products world, we have little to fear (at least
compared to Julius Caesar)
and much to anticipate
and celebrate during the
third month of 2011.

Great things are happening in our channel
if we only take time to look for them.

II.

I.

With the exception of Staples, the big guys
in our industry are still struggling to make a
profit and despite all their cost cutting and
downsizing, Wall Street continues to withhold its accolades.

First, through groups like AOPD, is.group
and TriMega (listed alphabetically so as not
to slight anyone), independent dealers are
gaining regional and national account business at a rate not seen since the advent of the big boxes.
Through these groups
and/or with assistance
from wholesalers, many
local dealers are expanding their horizons to pursue
some outstanding new opportunities—in supplies, furniture, jan-san, promotional products and various types of printing
services—with previously unreachable customers.
Make no mistake, the door to larger
opportunities has been beaten down by
independent dealers and it probably will
not close again any time soon—due at least
partially to the current plight of our big box
competition.
Which brings us to the second reason for
celebration.

Moreover, even their own employees tell
me the big boxes have become so focused
on improving the bottom line that personal
service has suffered.
The big three are determined to do all they
can to try and train their customers to order
in a manner that is most efficient for them
and all too often, that approach fails utterly
to take end user needs into account.
In my experience, even customers who decide
to stay with their big box supplier don’t necessarily like the service that they are receiving.
They just accept it because, “Pens and
pencils are not that important to the overall
management of the company.” Or they
state, “To save the money that we need to
on purchasing commodities, we understand that we may need to sacrifice a little
convenience.”That last quote brings me to
the third reason that I feel we should be celebrating this month and it’s a good one.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 37
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THREE GOOD REASONS...

III.
Putting it simply, our pricing has never been
more competitive than it is right now. When
I was at Corporate Express, one basic
question kept popping up as we implemented the sale of private label.
Our company back then introduced well
over 2,000 items of CEB, EXP and other assorted brands, but a number of us kept
asking: “What is going to happen after we
substitute all the name brands and the account goes back out for bid?”
If price is the only reason that you think a
customer buys from you and a bid comes
out with all of your private label items on it,
someone is in desperate trouble.
Either the customer’s prices are going up,
your margin is going through the floor or
you will lose the customer.
None of these are great scenarios, but it is
the exact situation that my old company
went through. It is also, in my opinion, the
same set of circumstances that the rest of
the big guys are dealing with right now.
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March 2011 is a great time to celebrate because only one of the previous choices
works. In order to keep customers and improve profitability, the bigger members of
the channel are raising prices and moving
away from private label when necessary.
They are also diversifying their offering so
that the customer buys very few private
label items on contract and spends more
money on products that are not easily compared.
Let me give you just one example. Last
month I was at a conference where I had
the opportunity to meet with 3M. (In the interests of full disclosure: they are not a
client of mine).
They shared that they currently make over
800 varieties of Post It Notes. After they
picked me up off the floor—because I
nearly fainted at the sheer number of
SKUs—it occurred to me that no one could
stock all of them except for the wholesalers.
What a great thing for the independent
world: literally hundreds of items that we
buy at the same or possibly lower costs
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(depending on the loads the big three decide to place on items purchased from
wholesalers)!
Space limitations prevent me from discussing other examples I could share
where our costs are nearer than ever before
to our competitors, but there are plenty of
them.
Therefore, I hope that you will choose to
join me in celebrating “The Ides of March”
for one of the reasons stated above.
And even if you don’t like any of those reasons, let’s celebrate the coming of the
greatest basketball tournament on earth.
Usually my team is Michigan State, but this
year if anyone has a better idea (except for
Duke or North Carolina), please email me
(tom@interbizgroup.com).
In between celebrations, Tom Buxton,
founder and CEO of the InterBizGroup
consulting organization, works with
independent office products dealers to help
increase sales and profitability. For more
information, visit www.interbizgroup.com.
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lessonsin

By Krista Moore

Times sure have changed
since the days when I was
a telemarketing sales rep
for an office product
independent.
Back in 1985, there wasn’t voice mail,
email, caller ID, the Internet or social media.
“Back in the day” when I called to speak to
potential prospects, they were actually
friendly and picked up the phone unless
they were away from their desks and likely
in the restroom (They didn’t have water
coolers in those days either).
Over time, leaving a professional voice mail
became an art. There was some trial and
error involved; learning what worked and
what didn’t was essential.
Somewhere along the way, the art of the
voice mail message has fallen away as an
effective sales tool.
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Many sales reps have decided they don’t
want to leave messages and hang up if the
person on the other end doesn’t answer.
Sadly, some sales reps even consider an
attempt to reach someone by phone, even
if they fail, is an accomplishment. They
tried, so they can check if off their list.
On the contrary, they’ve accomplished
nothing. By failing to leave a message,
they’ve never even started the sales
process.
There are a number of ways to begin the
sales process, but let’s all agree that a big
part of beginning is having a legitimate first
touch that is relevant and professional and
that starts to build rapport and establish a
common interest.
We all would like to get through the sales
process as professionally and quickly as
possible, but we often get stalled on the
appointment-getting phase.
This can often be attributed to the lack of
sales effort and time dedicated (quantity),
or the professionalism and relevance (quality) of the first touch.
Let’s consider improving our appointmentgetting rates by starting the sales process
sooner with a first touch that can be a powerful professional message.
Consider leaving a voice message as marketing yourself and your company. Remember, even experienced sales reps can
stumble over the voice mail message. It is,
as we said in the beginning, an art form and
requires practice. We would like to outline
some easy tips and techniques for leaving
effective voice mail messages.
Design your power message. Without an
outline or script, you may ramble and lose
interest. This is the first impression that
your prospect will have of you. When the
prospect hears your voice, tone and inflection, they immediately form an opinion. PreINDEPENDENT DEALER

pare to make every word count, and keep
it to 20-30 seconds.
Practice makes perfect. Call yourself and
record your message or work with a friend
or colleague, and critique it. Replay it for
yourself, work on the areas that will make
your message more meaningful and relevant and practice.
Be brief and brilliant. We teach three key
components to leaving effective voice
mails: Clearly state who you are, state your
reason for the call and make a value statement on what is important to the recipient.
The prospect is interested in the business
outcomes that you can deliver. Focus on
those, rather talking about your products or
services.
Mirror their message. Listen to your prospects’ message, and match and mirror their
style and pace. Example: “This is Joe, leave
a message” or “Hello, this is Betty. I hope
you are having a nice day. Please leave
your name, number, and message and I will
be sure to call you back. Have a blessed
day.”
These two messages obviously come from
two different personalities. You will want to
leave a voice message that is similar to
whom you’re calling, so the person’s first
impression of you will strike them as more
comfortable and appealing.
Be considerate. Like most people, your
buyers are very busy and don’t want to be
bothered. There is a high likelihood that
they will not call you back, but that doesn’t
mean they’re not interested.
Rather than taking up time on their voice message with your name and number, I would suggest saying the following: “I know you are busy.
There is no need to call me back at this time. I’ll
be happy to try you again on Friday.”
Many people find this considerate of their
CONTINUED ON PAGE 39
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time and position. Often, when you do call them back, they may even
perceive it as an appointment.
Use a reference. The best way to
keep a prospect interested in
your message is to mention a
reference or respected colleague. You can also reference a recent newsworthy
event, or something you
read on their web site.
By giving your prospect a
frame of reference, you
demonstrate that you have done
your homework and this is not just
another telemarketing cold call.
You can also reference other companies or industries that you work with
as a differentiator, positioning yourself as an expert.
Now that you’ve made a good first impression, reach out and touch
the potential customer in tandem with other forms of high-touch
marketing to improve your chances of getting an appointment.
Examples of complimentary marketing messages:
n Send an email after leaving the voice message reiterating
the value statement. Many prospects will prefer email rather
than talking with someone live, so why not try and appeal to
them as well?
n Connect with your prospect via Facebook, LinkedIn or
Twitter. Studies show the younger generation is responding
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faster to these programs and prefer establishing a relationship
through those means. Social networking is a two-way street,
and many people are happy to add connections.
n Send a follow-up letter that matches your power message.
This might be a welcome surprise for someone who values
the “old fashioned” methods of communicating. These days,
it certainly feels more like a personal touch.
n Ensure that this prospect, even if you haven’t spoken to
them, gets on your mailing list for marketing and promotions.
The more they see your company name, image and brand,
the more likely they are to connect you with your offering. Be
consistent in your message. Sometimes all you need is the
right message at the right time, delivered in the right manner.
In this fast-paced, high-tech world, we need to consider fresh ideas
for gaining access to potential customers.
Today’s buyers want to work with savvy sales professionals who
can add value, not waste their time or use old school tactics and
phrases that appear self serving.
If you want to improve the pace of gaining new customers, start at
the beginning, reconsider your approach and polish your power
message and how you communicate it.
Krista Moore is president of K Coaching, LLC, an executive coaching
and consulting practice that has helped literally hundreds of
independent dealers maximize their full potential through enhancing
their sales strategies, sales training and leadership development. For
more information, visit the K Coaching web site at www.kcoaching.com.
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